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Alone, we can only make 
 small-scale changes, but when 
we work with our employees, 
customers, suppliers and all  
our partners, we can define a 
project with enthusiasm and the 
desire to act together at its heart.
LIVE LONG is our commitment  
to reinventing the world of 
chocolate.
Let us introduce you to it
so you too can join us!

Jean-Luc Grisot 
Chief Executive Officer

Let’s 
reinvent
our future 
together



Live Long sto-
ry

2015 is the year when the COP21 climate change conference was held in Paris 
and sustainable development objectives were redefined by UN member states. As 
such, it will be remembered as a turning point for the planet and our shared future.

It is by uniting governments, the private sector and civil society that together we 
construct a better future for ourselves.

At Valrhona, we are confident that we will overcome the challenges on the horizon 
if everyone plays their part. For years, we have upheld long-term relationships 
with our cocoa partners, involved our suppliers in our responsible approach to 
chocolate, engaged our customers in our CSR work, encouraged our employees 
to get involved in the community and led active partnerships with local collectives 
through the Fondation Valrhona.

2015 marked a turning point in our CSR ambitions: We are aware that our busi-
ness will only perform in the future if it is sustainable. We have realigned our CSR 
policies so that - through each of them - we have an even wider positive impact 
on civil society and the environment.

Our redesigned CSR policies are the occasion for our new identity: Live Long. Inspired 
by our involvement with one of our Ghanaian partners, Live Long is dedicated to 
durability and long-term commitment.

Live Long presents:
n our commitments which will benefit our cocoa planter partners
n our actions to reduce our environmental impact
n our ambition to promote gastronomy-based professions
n our partnerships with our stakeholders

We hope you enjoy reading about our work. If you would like to share any comments 
with us, please get in touch! We want to hear your thoughts, so that together we 
can build a brighter future .

Carole Seignovert
Head of CSR

Live Long is the story of a meeting and a relationship of trust.

Our CSR plan started taking shape when a member of our sourcing team traveled 
to Ghana. As Cédric was making his way to the Wassa Nkran community to see 
how work was progressing on a community center financed by Valrhona, he was 
met by a crowd of people waving signs.

Perplexed, Cédric approached the group and discovered, to his great surprise, that 
they were bearing messages of thanks: “We are all Valrhonas”, “More cocoa for Valrhona”, 
“Wassa Nkran loves you Valrhona” and “Live Long Valrhona”.

On his return to Tain l’Hermitage, Cédric shared this story with the sourcing 
team, and the phrase, Live Long, really hit home. Live Long sends a message 
of constancy and expresses our long-term vision, and reinforces our multiyear 
partnerships. It is a message straight from one of the cocoa producing communities 
with whom we work.

We decided to adopt Live Long as our identity to express our commitment to the 
communities involved in every stage of our value chain and to the environment.

Cédric
“I visited the Wassa Nkran community in May 2015 to see how works were 
progressing on the community center. There were 300 people waiting for 
me, no less. Everyone wanted to shake my hand and the crowd lined the 
way to the central plaza where the new center was under construction.  
As all this was happening, local drummers were beating out frenetic 
rhythms. When I gave my speech, I reemphasized the importance of their 
work and the quality of the cocoa they were producing. I concluded with  
the words We are all Valrhonas and we are all Wassa Nkran!”

C
If you have any  
comments, please 
get in touch with 
us at rse@valrhona.fr

The history 
of Live Long

About our  
CSR ambitions
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Through LIVE LONG, discover  
our four CSR commitments

p. 8  LIVE LONG COCOA
Preserving cocoa with great aromatic  
potential and having a positive impact  
on producer communities 

p. 16  LIVE LONG ENVIRONMENT
Halving our environmental impact by 2025

p. 22  LIVE LONG GASTRONOMY
Promoting gastronomy-based professions  
and inspiring new generations

p. 26  LIVE LONG TOGETHER
Constructing a sustainable model for,  
with, and thanks to our stakeholders

commitments
Our4

Franck Vidal
Director of the Center 

for Chocolate Expertise

Arnaud Meybeck
Industrial Director

Jean-Luc Grisot
Chief Executive Officer

Jean-François Dargein
Purchasing & Logistics Director

Isabel Vallat
Quality & Innovation Director

Philippe Anquetil
Financial Management Director

Éric Marchisio
Marketing & Commercial Director

Vincent Sigaud
Excellence Director

Philippe Rident
HR Director
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Quality
●   Assisting producers who 

would benefit from an expert 
consultation in farming methods 
and postharvest work.
e.g. We have financed solar-powered 
dryers in Brazil to help our partner 
better control the flavor of their  
beans

●  Implementing traceability 
processes so that we can 
monitor beans’ movement from 
plantations to production zones.

Sustainability
●  Forming multiyear partnerships 

with producers, guaranteeing  
that we will buy a set volume of 
cocoa from them every year, at  
a price well above market rates. 
e.g. We currently have long-term 
partnerships in 11 producer countries, 
each lasting an average of 6 years.

●  Supporting the cocoa industry  
in small producer countries.
e.g. We regularly assist new 
organizations by pre-financing 
harvests, financing production 
investments (dryers and sizers) or 
refurbishing plantations.

Innovation
●  Cooperating to innovate with  

our planter partners by sharing 
our expertise. 
e.g. From Double Fermentation to 
using Belizean cocoa in partnership 
with Maya Mountain Cacao, our 
cocoa suppliers help us to invent 
tomorrow’s products. 

Ethics and respecting  
the environment
●  Respecting plantations’ 

environments. We encourage 
our planter partners to use only 
minimal chemical inputs and to 
respect biodiversity.

●  Projects to support communities 
by improving their living 
conditions. Such projects are 
developed with our partners and 
aim to meet the priority needs 
identified by communities.
e.g. Access to healthcare and 
education, infrastructure, etc.

●  Respecting employment law. 
Every day we act to prevent child 
labor and enforce international 
employment law. 
e.g. We only work with suppliers 
who sign our Responsible Purchasing 
Charter.

THE PILLARS OF OUR STRATEGY
Our cocoa strategy is based on 4 pillars

RESPONSIBLE PURCHASING CHARTER
Over the past 3 years, all our cocoa suppliers have signed our 
Responsible Purchasing Charter. 

The Charter uses the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact, particularly 
those relating to human rights and labor rights. By signing the Charter, 
suppliers also commit to respecting the environment and fighting against 
corruption.

KEY FIGURES

●  Our cocoa comes from  
18 COUNTRIES across  
the planet

●  Our sourcing team has been 
exploring the POTENTIAL  
OF 10 NEW COUNTRIES  
for the past two years

●   We have LONG-TERM 
PARTNERSHIPS 
 IN 11 COUNTRIES

●  LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIPS  
run for an AVERAGE  
OF 6 YEARS

●  We have led 17 PROJECTS  
TO SUPPORT planter 
communities since 2012

Live 
Long

cocoa
Preserving cocoa with great aromatic  
potential and having a positive impact  
on producer communities
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Our projects supporting
planter communities

BELIZE
—
Refurbishing a cocoa preparation 
workshop in a plantation

  project description p.12 

CÔTE D’IVOIRE
—
Constructing a school

 project description p.13 

MADAGASCAR
—
Constructing a planters’ village

 project description p.15 

GHANA
—
Constructing a community center

 project description p.14 

PERU
—

Distributing water filters

BRAZIL
—

Financing solar-powered dryers  
to guarantee aromatic cocoa

JAMAICA
—

Financing dryers for  
a new association

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
—

Constructing a school

Véronique Huchedé
Purchasing Manager

Véronique
“The development and support projects we lead came  
into being after we listened to our partner producers  
and acted on the needs they expressed. Whether it is  
about improving working conditions or other facts of life 
such as access to education and healthcare, Valrhona  
is committed to playing its part.”

11
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A cocoa plantation abandoned in the 1990s
In the early 1980s, an American chocolate maker developed a 700-hectare 
cocoa plantation in Belize. When cocoa prices fell in 1990, the estate was sold 
to a company specializing in orange and citrus fruit cultivation, which converted  
540 hectares into land for its trees.

Valrhona’s work with Maya Mountain Cacao to refurbish  
the Xibun River Estate plantation
In 2014, Maya Mountain Cacao (MMC) signed a 10-year lease on the 160 hectares 
of the plantation reserved for cocoa and renamed it the Xibun River Estate after 
the river that skirted its edge. Considerable work was needed to restore the ancient 
trees and neglected postharvest equipment.

MMC and Valrhona signed a 10-year partnership to reignite production of quality 
cocoa, which has been a source of pride and economic development in Belize.

This commitment included investment in renovating cocoa preparation 
equipment. Almost half the plantation will have been restored by the 
end of 2015. Our ambition is to double Belize’s cocoa production within  
10 years, by which time the plantation will be fully productive.

Emily Stone 
“I am very proud that the Maya Mountain Cacao organization, which 
works alongside Belizean cocoa producers and chocolatiers, was awarded 
the Mott Green Prize 2015 for sustainable development at the Northwest 
Chocolate Festival. This recognizes the work we have ceaselessly led to 
improve the income and living conditions of cocoa producers’ families. 
Our ambition is to build up a prosperous cocoa industry in which 
producers, chocolatiers and the environment develop and grow together.”

A school that had to turn away children 
Le Campement de Petit Bouaké is in the Le Guémon region of Côte d’Ivoire. It is 
home to about 400 people, including 85 cocoa producers belonging to our partner 
cooperative. Petit Bouaké’s school did not have enough places to take in all the 
village’s children. Those who were not lucky enough to get a place were left without 
an education, as there were no other schools nearby.

We always try to listen to the concerns of our producer partners, which is 
why we decided to act to provide better access to education by financing 
the construction of a new school. As a result, children no longer have to 
walk for hours (and distances of up to 12km) to get to class.

Key facts about the Petit Bouaké school
●  150 pupils aged 6 to 11
● The school is now an official member of Côte d’Ivoire’s public education system
● 3 teachers and 1 school principal
●  School kits distributed (exercise books, bags, slates, chalk and pencils)  

by the Conseil du Café-Cacao on the school’s opening day

Rehabilitating  
a plantation  
in Belize

The abandoned plantation

The new school in Petit Bouaké Opening the school in Petit Bouaké in September 2015

Belize
Côte 

d’Ivoire

The Maya Mountain Cacao team signing their long-
term partnership with Valrhona

Emily Stone  
Founder of Maya Mountain Cacao  

Benjamin
“After two hours walking forest pathways, we were ceremonially welcomed 
by the children. We took part in a welcome ceremony led by local chiefs and 
watched by Bagouho’s deputy prefect, MrEttien Angama Desire, the regional 
director for agriculture, the regional delegate for the Conseil du Café-Cacao and 
representatives from the Ministry for National Education. In this celebratory 
atmosphere, we cut the symbolic ribbon which bore the orange, white and green 
of Côte d’Ivoire and handed over the keys to the school to its principal.  
We were very moved by our welcome, and left this warm and friendly community 
promising to come back soon!”

Construction of  
the Petit Bouaké school 
in Côte d’Ivoire

Benjamin Figarède 
Sourcer
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In the Tarkwa region, planters make most of their income through cocoa 
production. Cocoa farming is the mainstay of the local population.

Public events such as baptisms, festivals and religious or other festivities are part of 
Tarkwa’s social and cultural life. For this reason, after consultation with producers 
and local collectives, it was decided that constructing a community center was a 
priority need. The center was built in the village of Wassa Nkran.

It has many uses and includes a library, an IT lab for the community’s 500 children 
and a main hall which will also serve as a training center for the cocoa farmers.

In our CSR 2013-2014 report, we announced that we were constructing a village in 
Madagascar with 45 homes, 1 basic healthcare center and 2 sets of washrooms. 
The project will take 4 years to complete and has 2 major objectives: Improving 
living conditions and providing access to healthcare.

Despite very poor weather conditions in the first months of the year, thanks to the 
involvement of our local partner, Société Millot, we have been able to finish 9 homes, 
the healthcare center and 1 set of washrooms. The first families have made their 
homes in the new buildings and the healthcare center is up and running.

Madagascar

Opening a community 
center in Wassa Nkran, 
Ghana

Homes Healthcare center Washrooms

Cédric
“More than 400 people attended 
the opening ceremony, including  
20 chiefs from the surrounding 
villages and representatives from  
the local authority and Ghana 
Cocoa Board, as well as producers 
and plenty of kids. 
The atmosphere was electric as the 
day came to an end: I was made 
Development Chief of Wassa Nkran 
during an official ceremony and was 
granted the name ‘Nana Kwaku 
Bukuro ’. ‘Nana’ means Chief, 
‘Kwaku’ is the name given to men 
born on a Wednesday, and ‘Bukuro’ 
can be translated as “he who comes 
to help.” What an honor, and what a 
source of pride and responsibility to 
become a long-standing part of the 
community’s life.”

Renovating a village  
in MadagascarGhana

The opening of a community center in the Wassa Nkran community, Ghana

Cédric Robin
Sourcer
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Live 
Long

CHALLENGES TARGETS FOR 2025 PROGRESS

Climate change - 
Greenhouse gases

50 % reduction  
in greenhouse gas emissions (1)  7 %

30 % reduction in flights Underway

Energy

50 % reduction  
in energy consumption (1)  10 %

At least 50  % of energy to be  
from renewable sources (1)

25 % of 
energy is from 
renewable 
sources

Water 50 % reduction in water consumption (1) 29 %

Biodiversity
 Implementation and analysis of the results 
of the agroforestry project which is under 
development

Underway

Waste

50 % reduction in waste production 
measured in tons of products (1)

 7 % 
 of waste  
production 

100 % waste recovery  
(excluding toxic waste) (1)

83 %  
of waste 
recovered 

Reduction  
of packaging

Reduce the weight and impact  
of each new item of packaging

Underway

All new packaging to be assessed  
against environmental criteria

Underway

Product  
design

100 % of all new products  
to be eco-designed

Underway

(1) on our industrial sites

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS FOR 2025

environment
Halving our environmental impact by 2025
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Energy
Reducing energy consumption and increasing renewable  
energy use
We are confident that reducing energy consumption is one of the key ways in 
which we will meet our objective of cutting CO2 emissions. 

To do this, we have undertaken various actions
●  Creating a special team to work on improving our production sites’ energy 

performance
●  Structuring our work in accordance with the ISO 50001 international framework: 

We were awarded ISO 50001 certification in October 2015 
●  Installing LED lighting in our workshops to reduce electricity consumption by 

up to 87 % 
●  Increasing the share of our energy use which has been sourced renewably to 25 % 
●  Launching an in-house communications campaign to limit waste and implement 

recommendations for improvements

A 7  % reduction in our energy consumption within 1 year

C 
If you would like 
to take part in this 
project, please 
contact Pierre Costet 
or Carole Seignovert  
by emailing: 
rse@valrhona.fr

Pierre
“The world of cocoa is changing, and we believe 
traditional farming methods are no longer viable 
over the long term. By chasing productivity (and 
therefore standardizing flavors), we risk greater 
damage to the environment. The Cacao Forest 
project gives us the unique opportunity to promote 
a new cocoa farming culture: Instead of producing 
more, we produce better using the principles  
behind agroforestry.”

Pierre Costet
Manager of the Flavor 
Control department

Biodiversity
Cacao Forest, our project to promote agroforestry within 
cocoa growing
There are numerous challenges to cocoa farming in today’s world. Traditional growing 
systems are ineffective and produce low yields. In some cases, intensive farming has 
a significant negative impact on the environment and produces low quality cocoa. 

Cacao Forest is a partnership between chocolatiers,  
research centers and universities. 

It aims to reinvent the cocoa farming model to include the 
principles of agroforestry:
●  guaranteeing small farmers a way to diversify their income
●  resisting climate change 
●  producing high quality cocoa beans, in sufficiently large quantities 
●  improving biodiversity and ecosystems for planter communities

Data collection

6 MONTHS – 1 YEAR

Solutions innovation

6 MONTHS

Pilot project

4 YEARS

1 2 3

Water
Reducing water use

●  Buying a water filter: This investment will let us reduce our gas use by 45  % 
and our water use by 65 %. Treatment products used for the boiler have also 
been reduced by de 80 %.

●  Installing control valves in the praline workshop.

20 % reduction in water use between 2013 and 2015

Cap’Tain Watt, the masked hero of our in-house 
awareness campaign

ISO 50001 certification awarded in October 2015

A THREE-STAGE PROJECT
The first aim of the project is to carry out an agronomical study of cocoa production 
zones. Once the data has been collected, innovation sessions are held with partner 
planters, research institutes and universities to pinpoint the best agroforestry 
systems. The final phase is to test the various solutions on pilot plots of land to 
compare and measure the results.

This project has been set up in partnership with the Terra Isara foundation, which 
aims to train and innovate in order to feed mankind. Cacao Forest calls on scientists 
at the Fondation and CIRAD.

1918
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Waste
Reducing waste by improving our processing efficiency  
and making better use of it
Year on year, we monitor how our effectively we are separating out our waste 
and implement new systems for reuse.
●  Waste cocoa bean husks are used in perfume making or to make fertilizers
●  In 2015, we launched a new system for reusing plastic film

Carbon accounting and 
lifecycle analysis
Conducting research so we better understand our impact
●  2014: Completion of carbon accounts for our entire value chain
● 2015: Lifecycle analyses for our flagship products
●  2015:  Launching a pilot project so that 100% of our new products are  

eco-designed by 2020

KEY FIGURES
●  176 participants
●  23 trained teams
●  50 actions proposed
●   36600 actions completed

Valrhon’Act
Valrhona’s employees get involved to support sustainable 
development
During sustainable development week, we launched Valrhon’Act, our in-house 
sustainability challenge. Over 2 weeks, teams of employees had to carry out 
sustainability themed actions. Coming to work by bicycle, organizing picnics which 
only served fresh, seasonal, local produce or even simply drinking tap water 
were just some of the challenges to raise awareness and turn our colleagues 
into Valrhon’Actors. 

A team representing various departments working 
on eco-design issues

Le Boîtage Vert , Valrhon’Act Challenge’s winning team

Élisande
“Analyzing our products’ lifecycles has helped us to identify where 
our impact is the most significant and to implement action plans to 
reduce our environmental footprint.”

Élisande Bourry
Security & Environment Manager 
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KEY FIGURES

●   250000 VISITORS over 2 YEARS

●  40 EVENTS every month thanks  
to 5 ORGANIZERS

Raising awareness
La Cité du Chocolat
Raising public awareness of gastronomy professions
In October 2015, La Cité du Chocolat Valrhona celebrated its second birthday.  
It is part of a dynamic built on strong values: passing on Valrhona’s expertise 
in gastronomy and gastronomy professions, from cocoa grower and chocolate 
producer, to chocolatier and pastry chef. 
In 2016, the Cité will expand to incorporate a new space dedicated to gastron-
omy professions. 

The Cité: a prize-winning tourist attraction
Since day one, Valrhona’s Cité du Chocolat has been the recipient of the 
Innovation and Tourism Trophy awarded by Rhône-Alpes Tourisme, as well as 
the Tourisme et Handicap Label for disability access.

A place where visitors and employees can meet
To celebrate the Fête du Patrimoine Industriel (or Industrial Heritage Day) 
in June 2015, production team members met visitors at the Cité du Chocolat 
Valrhona to explain and honor chocolate making professions. 

A voyage back to chocolate’s very beginnings
In November 2015, the Cité du Chocolat opened an exhibition about 
Madagascar, showcasing this cocoa producing country and paying tribute 
to the work carried out by the farmers who grow our cocoa.

Live 
Long

gastronomy
Promoting gastronomy-based professions 
and inspiring new generations
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The Fondation Valrhona
Educating young people about flavor and passing on  
our expertise
The Fondation Valrhona was created in 2006 to promote flavor in all its diver-
sity, and thereby encourage young people to go into gastronomy professions. 
It is mainly aimed at vulnerable groups and people who would otherwise have 
no access to cuisine or its professions. Its partners include: La Fondation Robert 
Ardouvin, La Fondation Paul Bocuse and La Protection Judiciaire de la Jeunesse. 

Including employees in our flavor awareness-raising work
In 2014, a program was launched to mobilize company employees. As a result, 
55 of them were trained to lead workshops all year round in hospitals, retirement 
homes, schools and our Cité du Chocolat.

Promoting gastronomy professions to young or vulnerable 
people
The Fondation has supported a training project for gastronomy careers, aimed at 
young people with learning disabilities or neuropsychiatric conditions. 
The 7 young people followed a made-to-measure course in a kitchen, with the 
assistance of a specially qualified cookery teacher. The training let the young 
people learn professional cooking skills one and a half days a week over a period 
of several months. 

Training

For more than 25 years, the four Écoles Valrhona in Tain l’Hermitage, Paris, Tokyo 
and New York have trained professionals and gourmets in patisserie skills. 

L’École Valrhona Japan trains and inspires new generations
To celebrate its 25th birthday, l’École Valrhona in Japan has launched a new training 
program for under-25s. From tasting to cooking via crystallization, aeration and 
even emulsification, the program’s ambition is to teach in a new way. When they 
learn how to handle ingredients, young pastry chefs can create their own recipes 
and let their imaginations run wild while improving their technique. 
Since the program launched, 96 under-25s have been trained. 

Sébastien
“When I heard about the actions the 
Fondation has led, I immediately 
thought of the hospitalized children 
we met with the Princesse Mahée 
association, which I set up with my wife 
after our daughter Mahée died  
of cancer. 
In late March, we led a flavor workshop 
with about 10 children in Léon Bérard 
hospital in Lyon. We explained cocoa 
growing and how chocolate is made, 
then we finished with a tasting, 
molding and decoration workshop. 
The children loved it. One little girl 
even asked me to sign her chef’s hat, 
which was really touching.”

Sébastien Charve
R&D Technician

KEY FIGURES
VALRHONA’S 2015  
WEEK OF FLAVORS

●  16 WORKSHOPS held outside 
the company by our employees 

●  9 GROUPS welcomed into  
the Cité du Chocolat 

● 400 BENEFICIARIES

●  4 ÉCOLES in Tain L’Hermitage, 
Paris, Tokyo and New York

●  25 PASTRY CHEFS across  
the world 

●  10000 CUSTOMERS advised  
every year 

The Fondation Valrhona supports the Fondation Paul Bocuse
As a founding member of the Fondation Paul Bocuse, we are proud to support 
their workshop in Drôme and to donate chocolate to help them as they raise 
awareness about gastronomy professions and pass on our culinary heritage to 
younger generations.

Since it was created in 2004, the Fondation Paul Bocuse has introduced more 
than 750 young people to cooking, pastry and baking professions. It has opened 
28 careers workshops.

Fabrice David
Chief Executive at l'École Valrhona Japan 

Fabrice
“When we created l’École Valrhona 25 years ago, our customers 
were 25 to 30 years old. We guided them and we all grew together. 
25 years later, our ambition is to train under-25s and to continue 
supporting the people who will invent the patisserie of tomorrow.”

Véronique Zehnacker wins 1st prize for intrapreneur-
ship at the Ticket For Change tour

L’École Valrhona Japan

Inclusion
Our colleague Véronique Zehnacker, manager of the Regulations department, 
took part in the 2015 Ticket For Change tour with a social intrapreneurship 
project. Having noted that gastronomy professions are not often promoted, our 
customers struggle to recruit, and many young peopleare lacking training and 
careers, Véronique is currently working on a project which combines gastronomy 
and positive changes to society. She won first prize for intrapreneurship at Ticket 
for Change, a socially-oriented start-upwhich supports social entrepreneurs and 
intrapreneurs.

Young people from ADAPEI and their instructor Élodie Thivolle

Élodie Thivolle
“We are so pleased with how the 
first year has gone. The 7 young 
people who attended training have 
developed enormously, and their 
families are proud of the work they 
have accomplished. The project will 
allow each young person to pinpoint 
their career plans and go forward 
feeling more confident now they have 
the skills they need for catering jobs, if 
that is what they would like to pursue."

Fondation Paul Bocuse workshops

Mikaël Laffont, event leader at the Cité during 
the week of flavors 

KEY FIGURES
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CREATING DIALOG  
AND INVOLVING STAKEHOLDERS
We know that we can only invent the business of the future if we work together. If we build 
projects with our employees, suppliers and customers at our side, and with the involvement 
of local communities, we will succeed in making a sustainable model for, with, and thanks 
to our stakeholders.

That is why we have implemented regular dialog, allowing us to better understand our  
partners’ expectations.

STAKEHOLDERS REGULAR DIALOG HOW OFTEN?

Employees

Great Place to Work survey Once a year

Focus group At least twice a year

CSR workshops during sales conferences Several times a year

Training about sustainable development issues
Several training sessions  
a year

Suppliers Supplier satisfaction survey Survey performed in 2015

Cocoa 
suppliers

Telephone survey with our main suppliers to 
understand what they expect of Valrhona

Survey performed in  
late 2015

Customers & 
Distributors

Customer satisfaction survey Every 2 years

Individual sessions with our customers and 
distributors

Several times a year and 
in different geographical 
areas

Focus group with customers Several times a year

Local  
communities

Neighborhood survey Once a year

Focus group with figures from local collectives Once a year

Live 
Long

A sustainability brainstorming workshop with some of our Swedish clients

together
Constructing a sustainable model for,  
with, and thanks to our stakeholders
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Our employees

Employee wellbeing
Employee wellbeing is a key concern for Valrhona. In 2015, we launched our Balance 
program to identify social and psychological risks and improve working conditions.
The first phase of this project was to survey all staff. On the back of this survey, 
we implemented our action plans, such as creating a social wellbeing and health 
department with an independent clinical psychologist and social worker.

Working towards workplace democracy
For a number of years, Valrhona has worked towards becoming a democratic 
workplace to promote collaborative management and let everyone’s initiative 
come to fruition. 

In late 2014, we started to speed up our work in this area and led various initiatives:

A Careers Day: Venturing Together 
The Careers Day has been a highlight of the company’s annual gatherings 
for the past 13 years. This time it focused employees’ attention on workplace 
democracy. More than 550 employees took part and discussed workplace 
democracy.

The Leadership School for training managers
Since 2012, our In-house Leadership School has aimed to assist all 
managers as they adopt new, improved approaches to managing change 
in our evermore complex, changing environment. This School also promotes 
greater autonomy, entrepreneurial spirit and responsibility for employees  
at all levels. The training is at the heart of our action to encourage workplace 
democracy

Intrapreneurs appear at Valrhona
2015 was the year of intrapreneurship at Valrhona Several initiatives have sprung 
up thanks to our encouragement of workplace democracy, including new sports 
classes led by one of our employees. 

e.g.  Maurad, Raw Materials team leader and high-level sportsman, holds a sport session 
for two hours every week for 30 colleagues as part of our wellbeing policy.

Our customers

Taking customers and employees to the plantations
Every year Valrhona invites 20 customers and 20 employees on a 
plantation visit. This year, the Group visited the Millot plantation in 
Madagascar, which has been a partner of ours for more than 25 years.  
The trip has let us form links with our cocoa suppliers, customers and employees.

An employee stated: “This year there was more dialog 
between employees and fewer stands about roles at Valrhona.  
The day focused on interpersonal relations and broke down 
barriers that might normally hold people back.”

KEY FIGURES

●  Valrhona has officially been a  
GREAT PLACE TO WORK since 2012. 
In 2015, VALRHONA CAME 15th  
IN THE RANKINGS. 

●  In 2015, 84% OF EMPLOYEES  
said that Valrhona was a good place 
to work.

Cooperative projects with our customers: La Grande Tournée 
du Chocolat Chaud in Canada
In January 2015, Valrhona Canada worked with the NGO La Tablée des Chefs to 
create La Grande Tournée du Chocolat Chaud (The Great Hot Chocolate Festival). 
Over the course of a weekend, Valrhona customers sold a $3 hot chocolate made 
using Valrhona chocolate. For every drink sold to a member of the public, our cus-
tomers donated 50 cents and Valrhona 60g of chocolate to La Tablée des Chefs.

Valrhona exchanges with and supports gastronomy 
professionals
We are present at the SIRHA international trade fair, which takes place every two 
years. The fair provides us with an invaluable opportunity to talk to our customers, 
to allow them to step into our world and for us to gain an insight into theirs. 

We are proud to be an official founding partner of the Coupe du Monde de la 
Pâtisserie since 1989 and as such to help promote patisserie around the globe 
and pass on our expertise.

After the 50 national selection competitions and 4 continental selection competitions 
in Africa, Europe, Asia and Latin America, the teams of finalists competed at SIRHA 
in Lyon to win the grand prize.

The first ever Grande Tournée du Chocolat Chaud brought together 22 participating 
establishments over 48 points of sale in the greater Montreal area. This initiative 
helped La Tablée des Chefs achieve its goal of fostering culinary self-sufficiency 
among teenagers across Quebec and feeding families in need.

Italy: Gold medal, Japan: Silver medal,  
USA: Bronze medal

A class at the Leadership School
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Our suppliers

We have used a Responsible Purchasing approach for a number of years. When our 
partners sign our Responsible Purchasing Charter, they commit to working ethically, 
fighting corruption and respecting the environment. In 2015, we wanted to go one 
step further by launching an independent survey of the majority of our suppliers.

—Mathilde, can you tell us more about our supplier survey?
MM Launching a satisfaction survey has allowed us to open a dialog with our 
stakeholders to assess how our suppliers view Valrhona, to identify our strengths and 
weaknesses and consequently the main things we must do to help our business progress. 
When we first had the idea of launching a survey, we researched what might already 
have happened in the sector and we realized that this kind of work is rarely carried out. 
We got an overall satisfaction rating of 8.1/10. A good score, which obviously 
reflects the fact that we have already built strong dialog with our suppliers 
throughout our projects and during annual meetings.

—What did the survey teach you?
MM The survey confirmed that the key values of our Purchaser Code of Conduct are 
already a part of our daily relationship with our suppliers. According to the survey, 
integrity, loyalty and ethics are among the top 5 values that characterize Valrhona.
Suppliers are satisfied with their relationship with Valrhona, but the results also 
indicate that they would like to see a long-term vision, to accompany our 
development and to cooperate on projects with us. Many of them would like  
to get involved in our projects at an earlier stage. 

—What are the next steps?
MM We would like to do the survey again in two years’ time, to check that our 
actions have been worthwhile as far as our stakeholders are concerned. We could 
even take it further by introducing our other stakeholders such as customers and 
employees to our suppliers.

Local communities
 

We work with local communities and NGOs across the world. 

Flavor entrepreneurs in Tain l’Hermitage
The Fondation Valrhona has made a commitment to the entrepreneurs at ADIE, 
an association which supports and finances new small businesses which would 
normally struggle to get loans. In October 2015, 4 checks were awarded to the 
region’s ‘flavor entrepreneurs’. 

Mathilde Mazzella
Purchasing Manager
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Percentage of money spent on suppliers who have 
signed our Responsible Purchasing Charter

Overall satisfaction rate  
for suppliersKEY FIGURES

●  64 % of money spent on purchases 
went to SUPPLIERS WHO HAVE 
SIGNED UP TO OUR RESPONSIBLE 
PURCHASING CHARTER.  
(target for 2017: 70%) 

●  An overall suppliers’  
SATISFACTION RATE of 8.1/10. 

Jean-Benoit Debauge
Innovation & Gastronomy prize 
for Les Jus de Jibé (a mobile fruit 
pressing kitchen)

Jérémie Delisse 
Expertise & Gastronomy prize  
for Le Pois Gourmand (a vegetarian  
snack bar)

Myriam Maillard
Judge’s Favorite prize 
For Vintage Popote (making and selling 
fruit juices, crêpes and waffles) 

Johan Peisieu 
Sustainable Gastronomy prize  
for Le Myco-Logis (producing organic 
mushrooms)

Chef Richard Toix during Les Échappées Culinaires

La Fondation Ardouvin in Drôme
Valrhona is a member of the Solidarité Enfance association which supports the 
Fondation Robert Ardouvin. The Fondation takes in children and teenagers in 
need of assistance sent by social services or judges. For many years, Valrhona 
has supported the Fondation financially, included its children in chocolate training 
sessions. In November 2015, it welcomed a resident onto its packaging staff on a 
temporary contract.

Dominique: “We are thrilled to welcome Morgane from the Fondation Ardouvin for 
this initial professional training. By working in the packaging workshop, she will get  
an introduction to business and gain her first work experience.”

Dominique Para
Tutor in the packaging workshop 

Les Échappées Culinaires in Marrakech
In October 2015, Valrhona supported the Échappées Culinaires, a charity dinner 
in aid of Les Enfants du Désert association in Marrakech, which works to improve 
children’s access to education in the south of Morocco. 
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La Caravane Bon Appétit in Japan 
In Japan, Valrhona regularly supports La Caravane Bon Appétit, an association 
that assists and comforts refugees from the Tohoku region displaced by the 
earthquake of March 11, 2011. We send chocolate bonbons and invite former Coupe 
du Monde de la Pâtisserie candidates to go to the Fukushima region to create 
artistic chocolate, sugar or gelato creations. 

In the UK, Chocs for Chance trains disadvantaged young people 
in hospitality
In the United Kingdom, Valrhona supports Chocs for Chance, an initiative created 
by Fred Sirieix at the Galvin at Windows restaurant. To celebrate St Valentine’s 
day, Fred Sirieix and a host of chefs including Raymond Blanc, Jose Pizarro, Éric 
Lanlard, Paul A. Young and Michel Roux Jr created boxes of chocolate using 
Valrhona couverture products. These are then sold for the Galvin’s Chance 
charity, which trains disadvantaged young people in catering professions. 

If you would like more information about our projects,  
or to get involved, please get in touch!

—
rse@valrhona.fr

www.valrhona.com
—
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26600 Tain l’Hermitage
FRANCE

Tel.: 0 800 15 15 02
servicecustomer@valrhona.fr

VALRHONA INC. 
222 Water Street Brooklyn, NY 11201 - US 

Tel.: 718 522 7001 - Fax: 718 522 7331 
valinc.customerservice@valrhona.fr

VALRHONA HONG-KONG OFFICE 
12/F, Cheong Sun Tower, 118 Wing Lok Street, Sheung Wan - Hong-Kong 

Tel.: +852 3590 3262 - Fax: +852 3590 4955 
office.hongkong@valrhona.fr

www.valrhona.com S
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